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Fourth Session

The new HMDA data like the current data has significant implications 

for fair lending and Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) compliance.

This session considers: 

• Legal overview of HMDA, fair lending and CRA currently;

• Implications of new data on fair lending and CRA claims; and

• Implications of new data on fair lending analysis.



Legal Background
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Legal Overview:  Fair Lending Laws, CRA and HMDA

• The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and Fair Housing Act 
(FHA) prohibit discrimination in, among other things, residential 
mortgage transactions on the basis of race, national origin and other 
basis.

• The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) is incentivizes depository 
institutions to help meet the credit needs of the communities in which 
they operate, including low- and moderate-income neighborhoods.  

• The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) requires most entities 
that make dwelling-secured loans to collect and report a series of data 
points, including applicant race and ethnicity, about each covered loan 
application they receive.



Use of HMDA Data – Overview 

• CFPB & DOJ enforcement officials say they have “ramped up 

investigations of the mortgage space” with regard to fair lending

• Primary legal theories of illegal lending discrimination:

• Overt discrimination

• Disparate treatment

• Disparate impact

• Regulators and enforcement agencies use HMDA data to identify 

institutions with potential fair lending issues

• Regulators must obtain “HMDA plus” data to perform a more robust 

analysis



Use of HMDA Data – Common Fair Lending Claims

Pricing

• Minorities pay more on average than non-minorities for same product 

or service

• Results from LO discretion & use of overages, discretionary 

concessions, use of brokers w/ different pricing, or use of multiple rate 

sheets in same lending area

Underwriting

• Different standards & overlays that may treat minorities differently or 

may have a discriminatory impact (e.g., FICO score restrictions, 

maternity leave, disability payments)



Use of HMDA Data – Common Fair Lending Claims

Steering & Reverse Redlining

• Minority consumers steered to less desirable loan products or terms

• Certain loan products offered only in predominately minority areas

Redlining

• Minorities have limited or no access to credit as compared to non-

minorities

• Few branch office locations in predominately minority neighborhoods

• Percentage of loans made to non-minorities as compared to 

percentage made to minorities



• HMDA data can be used to identify institutions with potential fair lending 

issues that warrant further review:

• Denial disparities

• Pricing disparities

• Market penetration concerns

• Anomalies in rates of application disposition

• Interagency Fair Lending Examination Procedures:

• Scoping:  Indicators of potential redlining include:

• Significant differences, as revealed in HMDA data, in the numbers of 

applications received, withdrawn, approved but not accepted, and closed for 

incompleteness or loans originated in those areas in the institution’s market that 

have relatively high concentrations of minority group residents compared with areas 

of relatively low concentrations of minority area residents.

HMDA Data and Fair Lending Screening



• For most issues, current HMDA data is sufficient only for identifying institutions that have 

potential fair lending risk; typically more data and other information is needed to 

determine whether a disparity observed in HMDA data is explainable or a genuine fair 

lending concern.

• However, HMDA data is used both to identify potential redlining risk and to support 

redlining claims.

• Recent settlements illustrate some of the ways that government agencies analyze HMDA 

data to evaluate redlining:

•

• “Analysis of Hudson City’s mortgage applications . . .as compared to its peers showed disparities in 

lending to majority-Black and Hispanic neighborhoods between Hudson City and its peers. These 

disparities show that there were applicants seeking mortgage loans in majority-Black and Hispanic areas 

. . .”

• Peer example:  0.1% of loan applications came from high-Black and Hispanic areas in the Camden MSA 

compared to 4.4% for the Bank’s peers (44 times as many).    

HMDA Data and Fair Lending Enforcement



• Associated Bank (HUD):

• Compared to other lenders, Associated Bank’s lending in majority-minority census 
tracts was lower than in other neighborhoods. 

• Peer example:  Compared to other lenders, Associated Bank’s lending in majority-
minority census tracts was lower than in other neighborhoods.   

• Eagle Bank (DOJ)

• Eagle Bank served the credit needs of majority-white census tract residents in the 
St. Louis MSA to a significantly greater extent than it served the needs of 
majority-black census tract residents.

• Peer example:  1.9% of Eagle Bank’s applications were from majority black 
census tracts whereas 11.1% of comparable lenders’ applications were from 
majority black census tracts (five times as many).

HMDA Data and Fair Lending Enforcement



New Data: Fair Lending and CRA Implications



New HMDA Data:  Fair Lending and CRA Implications

Today:  “The HMDA data alone cannot be used to determine whether a 

lender is complying with fair lending laws. They do not include many 

potential determinants of loan application and pricing decisions, such 

as the applicant’s credit history, the debt-to-income ratio, the loan-to-

value ratio, and others.” (FFIEC Press Release 2015)

Tomorrow:



New Data Implications: Pricing

• Rate spread: APR vs. APOR

• APOR based on Freddie’s Primary Mortgage Market Survey

• Not “apples to apples” for open-end and non-GSE products

• Upfront costs from TRID plus interest rate

• Comparisons across prohibited bases groups (race etc.)

• Comparisons across census tracts and MSAs

• Comparisons to peers



New Data Implications—Expanded Products

HELOCs—What will your data look like?

• Application and denial rates

• Rate spread/pricing

• Underwriting

• Peer comparisons

• Compared to closed-end products

Cash out refinancings vs. second-lien home equity liens

• Steering



New HMDA Data: Implications for HMDA and CRA

Location:

• Regulators focus on census tracts for CRA, and for traditional redlining 
analyses

• The new HMDA data will contain property address

• Regulators may focus on activity around branches and storefronts; they 
may require new retail locations to remedy redlining

• HMDA will show the NMLS ID number for the loan officer; and will show 
wholesale v. retail activity



New HMDA Data: Implications for HMDA and CRA

Meeting credit needs through loans and purchases

• Regulators count loans originated and purchased loans as part of a 
bank’s CRA examination

• The ULI will allow regulators to determine whether banks are buying 
and selling loans to boost their CRA ratings 

• HMDA will reveal steering towards certain products with greater 
granularity



New HMDA: Implications for Fair Lending 

Analysis
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Questions/Observations

Is the new HMDA really new for purposes of 

comprehensive fair lending analysis?

Reporting – Yes

Analysis – No and Yes

How will the new HMDA affect fair lending analyses?



Impact of New HMDA on Analysis

• False positives

• Peer analysis

• Different redlining claims?

• More Age and national origin discrimination claims?

• More claims based on discriminatory overrides?



New HMDA:  Impact on analyses generally

1. Bivariate analyses to determine statistically significance differences among 

groups. 

2. Multivariate analysis ease such as linear and logistic regression 

3. High side/low side override analyses 

4. Matched pair analyses/comparative-transactional file review

5. All of the above but limited to specific Channels or individual MLO's 

6. Mapping market presence/penetration analyses for evidence of redlining 



Conclusion:  Be Thankful

+ Better information

+ Every lender will be judged by a similar yardstick

+ Expectations of lender are clearer

+ Analyses will be more predictable resulting in maturing of fair 

lending discipline and culture

+  Encourages strategic lending and access to credit for all



Advantages of Reviewing HMDA Data Early for 

Fair Lending Considerations



Reviewing HMDA Data Early - Advantages

What are the advantages to reviewing HMDA Data early for Fair 

Lending Considerations? 

Determine Fair Lending risk exposures from periodic review of HMDA data 

reports:
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Reviewing HMDA Data Early - Advantages

 Analysis will help in connecting Fair Lending risk exposures to 

better mitigation controls

• The average days to origination or loan denial as compared to peer 

banks based on applicant income and / or GMI categories as a level 

of service indicator (look for outliers)

• GMI data recording – Is your frontline entering the data correctly? 

Test for accuracy

• Review both Application and Loan Origination Reports by GMI code 

as part of the Fair Lending overview
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Reviewing HMDA Data Early - Advantages

 Data reviews can serve as an early warning indicator for potential 

Fair Lending and CRA evaluation issues

• Your bank’s level of market penetration into new market areas, 

majority minority areas or underserved census tracts 

• Actual dispersion of loans along product lines and census tract 

income categories (Low-Mod)

• Preview your bank’s applications and loan originations by GMI vs. 

peer banks in the same geographic market service areas for Fair 

Lending and CRA analysis
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Reviewing HMDA Data Early - Advantages

 Run periodic reports 

• Periodic reports can assist in the establishment of training objectives 

and resources to address data quality issues (either drilling for 

persistent problems or for evidence of improvement)
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Reviewing HMDA Data Early – Secondary Considerations

 The Federal Reserve Board suggests, “compliance officers should 

periodically evaluate HMDA data to ensure that all relevant product lines 

are included and that the data include all loan applications that are 

originated, denied, or withdrawn.” (Omission Testing)

Citation: Consumer Compliance Outlook 2009 – Fourth Quarter Issue

https://consumercomplianceoutlook.org/2009/fourth-quarter/q4_01/
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Reviewing HMDA Data Early – Secondary Considerations

 Early reviews will help identify training gaps based on the results of data 

accuracy. Also, for the next couple of years, updated HMDA Data input 

training will be necessary.  Especially for various loan production and 

business line personnel prior to the regulatory changes related to the 

new HMDA data field requirements becoming effective.
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Questions
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